Fluid Mosaic _ A Somatic Movement workshop
6 February 2016 The Hague , CLOUD Danslab studios
Experiencing the body as material and material as body
Somatic movement opens our curiosity and playfulness while learning to differentiate the functional body
systems through movement, gesture, voice and touch. This practice promotes our cognitive abilities such as
awareness, thinking, feeling , sensing and intuition. Furthermore each somatic module is approached
dynamically into a comprehensive study of movement, anatomy, functional structure and energy in order to
integrate it within our dance.
During the second part of the workshop we will share our research project Fluid Mosaic.
We will explore the movement and materiality of plastic as well as its architectural composition in space. In
addition we will inquire into the relation between somatic practice and embodiment. Particularly how a foreign
material such as plastic can inform our senses and influence our perception of space , time and movement
quality. We will use anatomical references of fascia, body fluids, skin and breath in order to find a bridge
between body and plastic.
This workshop is open for dancers of all levels, actors, bodywork practitioners, movement/art therapists, and
curious individuals looking to deepen their experience of movement, improvisation and embodiment.

Modules explored:
• Tensegrity* principles, from muscles to fascia (*tension/integrity)
• Body fluids, resonance and vibration
• Skeletal system , direction , mass and proprioception
• Skin/Nervous system, sensation , impulse and responsiveness
• Breathing, centering and intention
• Cellular communication and co-creative intelligence

Kay Patru is a dance and movement improvisation teacher, choreographer, certified body worker based in
Amsterdam. His work focuses primarily on developing improvisation and somatic awareness tools designed to
awaken the innate intelligence of the body. His choreographic projects focus on designing and integrating
movement, visual information and sound as a multi-layered environment. In recent years Kay Patru started an
intensive artistic collaboration with South Korean based artists. He is currently guest lecturer at the Korean
National University of Performing Arts for the Choreographic and Performance department. He teaches
regularly movement research and somatic awareness classes.
www.kaypatru.net

Jihae Ko is a dancer, choreographer and bodywork therapist based in Amsterdam. She graduated from the
School of Toronto Dance Theater (Modern dance), SNDO (performance studies and choreography) and
Shenzou open university (Acupuncture therapy). While collaborating with numerous choreographers, visual
artists and theater makers in Canada, Europe and South Korea, she is committed to bridging art practice and
therapy as a path where creativity and inter-personal growth meet.
www.jihaeko.com
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Information and registration kaypatru@gmail.com
Location: DCR – De Constant Rebecqueplein 20b , 2518 RA The Hague ,The Netherlands
Costs: 30€ (Last minute drop-In possible)

